
 💰 How It Works 💰

🍀 2 Services 🍀

Double the fun and double the savings! Book two services and enjoy a generous

20% discount off both. 

Discount Code: LUCKY2

🌟 3 or More Services 🌟

Go for the gold and receive an incredible 30% discount off all your cleanings

when you book three or more services together!

Discount Code: LUCKY3

📅 Time Frame 📅

March 15th - March 29th

Whether you're a first-time client exploring our services, moving into a new

home, or managing multiple properties, everyone can benefit from our Pot of

Gold Promotion. It's the perfect opportunity to transform your home into a

spotless oasis while keeping some extra green in your wallet!

 📅 Limited Time Offer 📅

Requires all cleanings booked together to get automatic discounts, but the

cleaning dates can be different.

All cleanings would need a separate survey if you would like different deep

cleaning elements and or they are for different locations. 

Each cleaning will require a 25% deposit to secure your appointment.

All cleanings must be scheduled before July 2024.

This offer cannot be combined with any other recurring discounts or promotions.

Pot of Gold Promotion



 💰 How It Works 💰

Follow Canton Cleaning Company on either Instagram or Facebook to participate

in the trivia challenge.

Every hour from 9am-5pm on March 17th, we'll be posting a new St. Patrick's Day

cleaning-related trivia question on our story. 

The winner will be announced in a post on March 19th

 

💬 How to Participate 💬

Simply answer each trivia question from our story in the comments section of

either Facebook or Instagram. Remember, you must be following Canton

Cleaning Company to be eligible to win!

 

The follower with the most correct answers will have an option to pick two free

items from our deep cleaning and interior appliance categories which can be

applied to their next cleaning from The Canton Cleaning Company!

 📅 Limited Time Offer 📅

The winner has to schedule their cleaning no later than April 30th, 2024.

Let's make this St. Patrick's Day one to remember with The

Canton Cleaning Company!

Trivia Challenge


